Floyd County Public Schools
Remote Learning Plan
May 4-May 19
Grade 4
English- Mrs. Slusher
Math-Mrs. Dodson-Harris
VA Studies & Science- Ms. Hardin
English/Mrs. Slusher-Share and review your choices with an adult. You can create a Google Doc for all
of these activities and share it with me at slusherjo@floydschools.org OR You can write it on paper and
send it back to school by the school bus that delivers lunches and it will be sent to me.
Dodson-Harris MATH: Completed work can be scanned or photographed, then emailed to me or
turned in on Google Classroom. If you do not have internet access, completed work can be turned
in to the front office. **All of this will be located in REMOTE MATH on Google Classroom or in
the front office at FES.
History/Science-Ms. Hardin-Send me your completed activities however you can: Scan,
photograph, Google Doc, email me a summary of what you did or turn into office if/when available.
Google Classroom is also available with links and ideas.
Week of May 4-8
English
●

For the next 3
weeks complete
the COVID-19
Time Capsule.

The link is here:
2020-COVID-19-TimeCapsule-EN-US.pdf
●

Or you may pick
up a copy in the
office or
request it be
delivered to you
by school bus
by calling the
main office.

●

Read daily 20
minutes AT

Math

*Continue to check the
Remote Math Google
Classroom page for
updates, tutorials, and
assignments!
**Remember, there
are no specific due
dates because these
assignments aren’t
being graded.
This is simply a pacing
guide to help keep you
on track. If you do
not finish all of these
assignments but are
working hard, that is
okay! :) If you are
still working on the
previous packet items,

Science
Week 1May 4-8
This week in Science
you will be exploring
concepts about Force
and Motion. Who
doesn’t want to get
faster and stronger?
Follow the attached
plans and get busy
using your brain and
body.

History
Week 1
May 4-8
The first week I have
explained activities on
VS 5-The Rev. War.
There is a Reader’s
Theater, re-thinking
some heroes, and a
about Yorktown-the
last main battle where
Cornwallis
surrendered.
Using your Workbook,
Notebook, the online
Textbook AND your
excellent memory,
you’ll be able to
complete the
activities.

LEAST

●

Continue the
Spring Spotlight
daily on IXL if
you have
internet access.

Word Hunt
Look through a book or
magazine you are
reading to find words
with prefixes and
suffixes. Make a list
that is sorted by
prefixes and suffixes.
Choose 2 words and
explain the meaning
using your knowledge
of the prefix or
suffix.
Conflict & Resolution
As you read select the
character and identify
the conflict they
faced and tell how it
was resolved in the
story.
Character Traits
Choose a character
from a book that you
are reading or one
that we have read
together recently.
Make a chart or list
of traits that describe
the character and why
you think how you do.

complete those first
before starting this
week’s packet.

-Make a multiplication
chart to use for the
week.
-Sea Otter Chill
Division
*remember to use
Google Classroom
tutorial and do your
work on a separate
sheet of paper or Chill
Division
-Eight Pointed Star
Chill Division and
Coloring Sheet
*You may change the
colors.
-Fractions to Decimals
worksheet
*Use your decimal
place value chart to do
this. Remember, how
every you say the
fraction is exactly how
you say the decimal.

Online Textbook Code:
https://student.efivep
onds.com
User: FloydS
Pass: 24091S
SOLPass also has many
activities on Virginia
Studies.
Username-FloydEl
Password-floydes

Week of May 11-15
English

Cause and Effect
A lot of cause and
effect examples
happen throughout
your day. Example:
You have the day off
and now you get to
read all day. Identify
three cause and
effect relationships
that happened today
and record the
examples on the
graphic organizer
Alike and Different
Choose two characters
from a story you have
read recently. Plan
and write a paragraph
to compare and
contrast their
character traits.
Draw a Venn Diagram
to help.
Remember...don’t just
talk about their
appearance.
Partner Pair/Pear
Thinking about what
you read today, locate
five homophones and
illustrate each word
and the partner
word(s).

Math

Science

History

-If you have internet
access, work on any
IXL topics that have
stars next to them for
15 minutes.

Week 2
May 11-15
A week about
Electricity! You will
explore your own home
and discover
insulators,
transformations and
practical knowledge.
You will be creating a
chart and will be able
to teach people in your
family some ideas!

Week 2
May 11-15
This week we will be
reviewing The New
Nation-The United
States of America.
On the attached plans
there are activities to
help you review and
apply your brains with
activities about
westward migration,
new inventions and a
tour of a virtual
museum close to Floyd!

-Twirling Pinwheels
Decimal Addition and
Coloring Sheet
*You may change the
colors.
-Fraction Addition #2
worksheet
*Remember to use the
Google Classroom
adding and Subtracting
fractions tutorial as
well as the steps on
your orange card.
Remember, you cannot
add or subtract
fractions until you
have found the LCM of
both denominators and
changed the fractions
to have the LCD!

Week of May 18-22
English

Math

Persuasion
Think about a pet you
would like to own.
Write to persuade
your family to allow
you to get that pet.
Include facts and
opinions about the pet.

-Make a multiplication
chart to use for the
week.

Setting
Think
about
the
setting in a book you
are reading or have
read
recently. List
words to describe the
setting.
Write at
least 3 sentences to
explain what impact
the setting has on the
plot of the story.

Word Hunt
Identify 5 words from
something you are
reading. List a
synonym and antonym
for each word.

Venn Diagram
Complete a Venn
Diagram that compares
and contrasts slavery
and sharecropping.
Include 3 points in
each section.
Draw or Write

-If you have internet
access, work on any
IXL topics that have
stars next to them for
15 minutes.
-Wagon Wheel
worksheet and Coloring
Page
**Again, remember
you have to have
common denominators
before adding or
subtracting fractions
or mixed numbers.
Look at the Google
Classroom tutorial.
After you find the
LCD, change the
fractions to have the
same denominator,
just add them like
normal and add the
whole numbers as well.

-Prairie Star
Worksheet and
Coloring Sheet
*You may change the
colors on any of the
worksheets.

Science

History

Week 3
May 18-22
A week about N
 atural
Resources!
Our county and state
are filled with natural
resources that are
very important to our
everyday lives.
Follow the activity
packet lessons and
increase your
awareness of what you
have around your home
and state.

Week 3May 18-22
The Civil WarWith these activities
you will be able to
learning more about
the Civil War causes
and remember strong
people who fought
hard to keep our
country together. I’ve
also requested you use
some of your artistic
skills and draw
pictures using the
concepts behind new
vocabulary.

*

Write a paragraph and
draw a picture of life
as a Native American.
In the paragraph tell
about your day (what
would you do and see,
what would you wear
and eat).

Fourth Grade Science Lessons
May 4-22
*Review Reminder! The moon will be waxing (getting larger when observed
from earth) and visible during the afternoon and evening. If you are still
up at dusk, observe where the moon is in the sky and how big it is. Try to
look at it at the same time every night. It will be getting bigger and bigger.
The next full moon will be on Thursday, May 7th!*
May 4-8
This week we’ll begin with some activities about Force And Motion.
Monday-Read the accompanying Study Guide.
Go to Brainpop. ( floydel, 1234) and type in Force and Motion.
Watch the video about Kinetic Energy. To help you review, take the quiz.
Then click on Games and complete an activity.
If you do not have internet accessCan you go outside and play Red Light/Green Light with someone? Or
inside with someone? You could play a game of hide and seek Yelling
‘Green Light’ when people can run and hide and ‘Red Light’ and they have
to stop. Be creative and think of your own Kinetic/Potential Energy
activity.
What will you remember? _____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Tuesday-Let’s review Friction. First begin by rubbing your hands
together. Do they get warm? That’s caused by Friction. Then find a
smooth surface (counter, smooth floor, smooth board) and roll anything
round over it. Then roll that same thing over a rough rug or rocky
surface. Notice the difference? Friction! Have you ever gotten a ‘rug
burn?’ That was caused by Friction! Read over the Study Guide.
Now pull something heavy through your yard. Next push it. Which
position do you have the most Force?
What did you set up?__________________ What did you learn? __________________

Wednesday-If you have Internet access, go to SOLPass. (FloydES, floydel)
Click on Elementary School, Science 4-5. In the left hand column click on
4.2 Motion. Play the activities that are offered. Enjoy! Record your results.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Thursday-After reading the Study Guide, who in your family has the most
Mass? Do they also have the most Force? Play a game of arm wrestling
with someone. Generally the person with the most force (muscle mass) will
win. Keep trying! How do you build up your muscle mass? Exercise!
If you have internet access, Brainpop has an interactive activity under
Force and Mass that shows P
 rojectile Motion. D
 id you learn anything?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Friday-In your house or outside if possible, do as much motion as you can
for one minute. Take a break, drink some water. Then think up some
activities where you will need Force. Can you push your family’s car? No!
But what can you practice pushing that you will get stronger doing? Can
you carry something across your yard? Then carry it twice? Tomorrow
carry it three times? Build up your muscle mass and force!

Week 2-E
 lectricity
Monday-May 11-Read over the Study Guide.
Notice how all the electric wires in your home are covered by rubber?
Why is that? Rubber is a good insulator meaning it does not let an
electrical current pass through it. Look around your home and notice
what else is used as an insulator. Plastic? If you have any toys that have
batteries in them what protects you from the battery current? Plastic?
With permission, look at items around your home that have batteries. Can
you take them apart and see how you are insulated/or protected from the
electrical current?

If you have internet access, visit SOLPass and click on Elementary,
Science 4-5 and then left hand column Electricity 4.3 C
 omplete as many
activities as you can. Record your scores: _________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Tuesday May 12 (Electricity Count))
Look around your home and see how many appliances and toys you have
that get their energy from electricity. Create a tally chart and count them.
Now do the same thing for appliances and toys that are powered by
battery energy. Keep a Tally Chart and compare. How about things that
have rechargeable batteries?
Powered by Electricity

Powered by
Rechargeable
Batteries

Powered by
non-rechargeable
Batteries

Wednesday-May 13
Magnets! I hope everyone has a set of magnets to play with. Remember
almost all appliances, cars and toys have magnets in them to help them
move. Some computers have very powerful magnets in them. If you have
a magnet set, get them out and use them to show pushing and pulling.
Brainpop has several videos about magnetism. The video that has the
giant magnet and is called Magnetism has several interactive activities
and games linked to the video.
Thursday-May 14
Energy Transformations-review how energy in your home is transformed
or changed to a different form. The Study Guide lists them as: Motion
(movement), Radiant(Light) and Therma(Heat)l. Look around your house
and make a list. How many of each do you see?
Energy Transformations in My Home
Electrical to Motion

Electrical to Light

Electrical to Heat

Friday-May 15
Wrap your week up with transforming your own energy! Go outside and
move it, move it, move it!
Week #3-May 18-22
Earth Resources-Watersheds-Look at the attached Study Guide. On the
map at the top, you can see how Floyd is on the line between the Gulf of
Mexico watershed and the North Carolina Sounds. Look at the pictures
below and see how people in other parts of the world get their water.
Don’t you feel lucky?

Tuesday, May 19
Animal & Plant Resouces We have animals for different purposes. Floyd
has many farms where livestock is raised for food. Next time you leave
home, count how many places you see cows, sheep and or goats. And
count how many farms are growing food, either in their fields or smaller
gardens.
If you have Internet Access-Go to Brainpop, (Floydel, 1234) and type in
Natural Resources in the search bar. You will see over 12 videos! Watch
the video on N
 atural Resources , Water Supply and Conserving Energy.
There are numerous interesting attached activities. Many of you did the
Sortify activity in class. Do it again! I bet you’ll remember it better this
time.

Wednesday, May 20
Minerals, Rocks, Ores
Look around your home and car and see how many things are made out
of metal. A lot! Quarries are places where rock is mined and pulled out of
the earth. Floyd has a quarry on Shooting Creek Road. Go outside and
see how many different kinds of rocks you can find: Gravel in driveways,

hard white quartz, dusty chalk rocks, etc. Tap them together and see
which ones are harder and which ones chip off. Build a little rock garden
with the rocks you find.
Floyd has a lot of quartz in the soil. Can you find some? See why Indians
used quartz for arrowheads and tools? Think how long it would take them
to make an arrowhead! It would take a lot of chipping and scraping.
There are interesting Brainpop videos on Rocks, the Rock Cycle and Types
of Rocks. Watch and Learn!

Thursday, May 21
Forests, Soils and Land Once again, you live in a great place filled with
natural resources! We still have some forests, healthy soil and land to
keep healthy. We discussed ways we can help by planting trees, picking
up litter and trash and not polluting. Remember how important
Conservation is! Take care of our world.
So go outside and
1) pick up litter 2) plant something 3) build a compost bin
If you have help from a grown up click on the park service site below and
learn how to become a Junior Ranger. There are activities with Woodsy
Owl and others.
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/conservationeducation/smokey-woodsy/wo
odsy-owl/activity-guide
PBS Kids has many activities to practice conservation and learn about
resources.

https://pbskids.org/

Virginia Studies Work Plan May 4-May 8
This week we will review The American Revolution which is VS 5. The
textbook pages are pages 76-91. *Open the online book and review the
chapter. Read the captions around the pictures, look at the time line and
vocabulary inserts. Read your notebook notes on chapter 5.*
On the following Weekly Plan, you can complete these on a Google Doc or
papers and pencil. If you complete it on a Google Doc you can easily send
it back to me. If you complete it on a piece of paper, you can ask someone
to take a picture and email it to me. If that doesn’t work for you just let me
know and I can come up with another method of how to turn it in. Let’s get
busy! Of course, you can always email me if you have any questions.

Monday (May 4)
After reviewing Chapter 5 in your notebook or online textbook, remember
the differences that our state’s colonists had with England.
Write a short paragraph about what happened in 1776 in using the
following terms: D
 eclaration, Independence, authority, rights, Thomas
Jefferson, pursuit, States, tax, local assemblies.  Who could participate in
this special document presentation? Hint-look at the picture!
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

Tuesday, May 5
Choose from one of the following famous men from VA History and tell me
why you would like to meet them. What would you ask them?
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry, Marquis de
Lafayette, James Lafayette. (I know which one I would like to talk to!)
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Wednesday, May 6  (pages 87-89)
Fill in the blanks of this paragraph about the year 1781.

In ______________ a brave man named _________ _____________ overheard a
group of British _____________________ planning to capture and arrest some
Virginia legislators and the governor, __________________ ____________________.
_____________ ___________________ rode over __________ miles in the dark woods
to warn the leaders about the plans. He saved the men, including
________________ _____________________ from being arrested. This was before
The Battle of ________________________ which ended with the surrender of
British general __________________

__________________________ in October, 1781.

Word Bank: George Cornwallis, Thomas Jefferson(twice), Jack Jouett (twice),
Yorktown, 1781, soldiers, 40 (forty).

Thursday, May 7
Look at the map on page 88 of the Battle of Yorktown and the picture of
the ‘Fight at Sea.’ Draw your own map and battle picture of the Battle of
Yorktown. Remember it took days of ships sailing up and down the York
River, attacking and retreating. Draw a British ship, a French ship and
soldiers on the river banks setting up artillery & fighting. Without the help
we had from France, the war would have not been ended when it was!

Friday, May 8 Take a Virtual Tour of the Yorktown Battlefield. Click on the
link below and enjoy!
https://www.battlefields.org/visit/virtual-tours/yorktown-virtual-tour
What is something you learned? ______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Second Week-May 11-15 This week we will be reviewing Chapter 6,

T
 he New Nation-The United States Of America  (Textbook pages 92-106
and your own Notebook Notes)
Begin by reviewing the textbook pages, your notebook notes & drawings.
Monday, May 11
Read the R
 eader’s Theater that is in your workbook page 82. You
choose who you want to be (James Madison, George Mason, George
Washington, John Blair or Edmund RTandolph) ask someone in your family
to read one of the other characters. Notice at the top the famous
words-We the People is written. Who were these people? ___________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Tuesday, May 12
Review the Study Guide on page 87 in your workbook. Then complete page
83 in your workbook-Virginia Migration Cause and Effect. (Some of you
did this one day in class but others didn’t. If you remember all the
answers-Bravo for you! If not-get busy!)
Wednesday, May 13
Take another virtual museum tour! Remember the mechanical reaper
invented by Thomas McCormick? Take a trip to the A
 merican Frontier
Museum that is in Virginia. This museum has displays and reenactments
about different time periods in Virginia’s History.
http://www.frontiermuseum.org/virtual-tours/
What was your favorite exhibit? ______________________________________________
Why?_____________________________________________________________________________
Would you like to go to school in that schoolhouse? ________________________
What do you think would be the hardest part of living 200 years ago?
Living in a strange new place? Farming for your own food all year round?
Building your own home and livestock fencing? Living without electricity,
running water and doctors nearby? __________________________________________
Thursday, May 14
On page 87 in your workbook there is a sentence in bold print:

“Geography and technological advances influenced the migration of
Virginians into other states and western territories in the first half of the
1800s. How? “ Let’s break that apart and understand it so we can answer
that question.
What is Geography? T
 he study of earth’s surface including soil, elevation,
vegetation (trees & plants), water sources (rivers, creeks, lakes) and
climate.
What are technological advances? Relating to science, industry &
production. Remember the cotton gin, new rifles, new shovels, trains,
tools-these were technological advances of the 1800s.
What does influence mean? H
 aving an effect on something or others.
What does migration mean? M
 oving to another area to live.
Other states and western territories-for example-North Carolina,
Tennessee, Kentucky, West VA. Western territories-sparsely settled land
where today there is Missouri, Arkansas, Ohio, and other areas that used
to be considered ‘wilderness.’
First half of the 1800s-1800-1850.

NOW-can you draw a picture illustrating that sentence?

Friday, May 15
If YOU could move (migrate) somewhere where would you want to migrate?
Why? Would you like to have lived in 1810 and traveled as a pioneer with
Daniel Boone?

Week of May 18-22
This week we will be reviewing Chapter 7-Causes of the Civil War including
famous abolitionists, differences in the North and South and causes of
the Civil War. Review pages 108-126 & your own Notebook Notes. This was
a long and sad chapter in our history.
Monday, May 18 Study Guide page 105. Text pages 112-114.
Read about the famous abolitionists we studied. Choose between Nat
Turner, Harriet Tubman, John Brown and Abraham Lincoln. Pretend that
you had the chance to time travel and interview one of these famous
people. Who would you choose? ____________________________________________
Now think of five questions that you would ask them.
1) ____________________________________________________________________________
2) ____________________________________________________________________________
3) ____________________________________________________________________________
4) ____________________________________________________________________________
5) ____________________________________________________________________________
Tuesday, May 19
Use the Study Guide page 103. (Text page 110-111)
1) Fill in the T chart on page 103 about
Life in the North vs. Life in the South.
2) Answer #2-pages 112-115What actions did each of the people take leading up to the war?
3) #3-page 115-How did West Virginia become a state?
Wednesday, May 20
Go to BrainPop online. (Username: floydel Password: 1234)
Watch the video on the U
 nderground Railroad. Take the quiz, or
Challenge after you watch the video. Write something new you learned:
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Thursday, May 21
Go to SOLPass. Login- FloydES School-Floydel
Choose 3 activities from VS 7. Even if you have done them before!
Complete, take a screenshot and send it to me and remember the facts!

Friday, May 22
Looking back over what we studied this year in Virginia StudiesWhat was your favorite Chapter? (Native tribes, Jamestown, The Rev. War,
Constitution, Civil War…?) ____________________________________________________
What would you like to learn more about?___________________________________
What is one famous Virginia you will always remember?____________________
IF you could spend a week’s vacation ANYWHERE in Virginia, where would
you like to spend that vacation? Why?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
I hope you will remember many of the interesting and fun facts about
Virginia. We live in a beautiful state! You live in a beautiful county!
We have a lot to be grateful for. Happy Summer!

TIME CAPSULE

BY:
PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

YOU ARE LIVING THROUGH HISTORY RIGHT NOW
TAKE A MOMENT TO FILL IN THESE PAGES FOR YOUR FUTURE SELF TO LOOK
BACK ON. AND HERE ARE SOME OTHER IDEAS OF THINGS TO INCLUDE:

SOME PHOTOS FROM THIS TIME
A JOURNAL OF YOUR DAYS
LOCAL NEWSPAPER PAGES OR CLIPPING

ANY ART WORK YOU CREATED
FAMILY / PET PICTURES
SPECIAL MEMORIES

DRAW A PICTURE OF THE PEOPLE YOU ARE SOCIAL DISTANCING WITH HERE
PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

I AM

MY FAVORITES
TOY: __________________________________________

YEARS
OLD

COLOR:

TA ND
S
I

______________________________________

ANIMAL: _______________________________________
FOOD: ________________________________________
SHOW: _______________________________________
MOVIE: _______________________________________

I

INCHES
TALL

BOOK: _______________________________________

W EI G H

ACTIVITY: _____________________________________
PLACE: ________________________________________
SONG: _______________________________________

E SIZ
O
H

MY BEST FRIEND/S:

WHEN I GROW UP I WANT TO BE:

E

S

POUNDS

DATE:
PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

WORDS TO DESCRIBE HOW I FEEL:

WHAT I HAVE LEARNED MOST
FROM THIS EXPERIENCE:

HOW MY FACE LOOKS

I AM MOST THANKFUL FOR

THE 3 THINGS I AM MOST EXCITED TO DO WHEN THIS IS OVER:
1

2

3

PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

COLOR T
HIS HOU
SE
TO LOOK
LIKE YO
URS

WHERE I AM LIVING DURING THIS TIME:

WHAT THINGS ARE YOU DOING TO HELP FEEL CONNECTED/HAVE FUN
OUTSIDE (e.g hearts in windows, chalk notes on sidewalk, etc)

HOW ARE YOU CONNECTING WITH OTHERS?

PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

YOU ARE NOT STUCK AT HOME,
YOU ARE SAFE AT HOME!

WHAT I AM DOING
TO KEEP BUSY:

PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

PRINT THE HANDS OF ALL THE PEOPLE LIVING IN YOUR HOME
(IN DIFFERENT COLORS) AND PLACE YOUR HANDS HERE

PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

WHAT OCCASIONS DID YOU CELEBRATE DURING THIS TIME?
WRITE THE LIST DOWN HERE AND WHAT YOU DID TO CELEBRATE
(E.G. ST. PATRICK’S DAY, EASTER, BIRTHDAYS, ANNIVERSARIES)

EVENT

DATE

PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

HOW YOU CELEBRATED

DEAR,

LOVE,
PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

INTERVIEW YOUR HOUSEHOLD
WHAT HAS BEEN THE
BIGGEST CHANGE?

HOW ARE YOU FINDING
HOMESCHOOLING?

HOW ARE YOU FEELING?

DAYS SPENT INSIDE
YOUR TOP 3 MOMENTS FROM THIS EXPERIENCE:

1.
2.
3.

WHAT ACTIVITIES/HOBBIES HAVE
YOU MOST ENJOYED DOING?

WHAT ARE YOU MOST THANKFUL FOR?

WHAT TV SHOW YOU WATCHED :
YOUR NEW FOUND FAVORITE INSIDE HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY:

FAVORITE FOOD TO BAKE:
FAVORITE TIME OF DAY:
PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

GOAL/S FOR
AFTER THIS:

LETTER FROM YOUR HOUSEHOLD
DEAR,

LOVE,
PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS

Fraction Addition #2
Write the fraction of the colored boxes in the space provided and then add
the fractions together.
A.

B.

C.

D.

Complete the addition of the fractions below.
E.

3
8

5
16

F.

1
6

2
3

G.

2
3

4
5

H.

3
4

2
3

I.

3
8

1
2

J.

1
4

3
5
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Convert fractions to decimals
Grade 4 Fractions Worksheet
Convert.
1.

9
10

2.

98
100

4.

1
100

=

5.

7
10

7.

37
100

=

8.

4
10

10.

6
10

11.

23
100

13.

71
100

=

14.

62
100

16.

70
100

=

17.

8
10

19.

80
100

=

20.

29
100

=

=

Online reading & math for K-5

3.

3
10

=

6.

76
100

=

=

9.

97
100

=

=

12.

30
100

=

=

15.

27
100

=

18.

1
10

21.

18
100

=

=

=

=

=

=

© www.k5learning.com

Convert fractions to decimals
Grade 4 Fractions Worksheet
Convert.
1.

9
10

2.

98
100

4.

1
100

= 0.01

5.

7
10

7.

37
100

= 0.37

8.

4
10

10.

6
10

11.

23
100

13.

71
100

= 0.71

14.

62
100

16.

70
100

= 0.7

17.

8
10

19.

80
100

= 0.8

20.

29
100

= 0.9

= 0.6

Online reading & math for K-5

3.

3
10

= 0.7

6.

76
100

= 0.76

= 0.4

9.

97
100

= 0.97

= 0.23

12.

30
100

= 0.3

= 0.62

15.

27
100

= 0.27

18.

1
10

21.

18
100

= 0.98

= 0.8

= 0.29

= 0.3

= 0.1

= 0.18

© www.k5learning.com

CHILL Division

Dodson-Harris 4.4

Answer:

114 ÷ 5 =
123 ÷ 3 =
201 ÷ 5 =
156 ÷ 2
63 ÷ 6 =
144 ÷ 4 =
97 ÷ 5 =

Did you know...
To keep from drifting apart while they snooze, sea otters often sleep holding paws.*

*www.worldwildlife.org

